SPACE™ Trailers specifications and stuff to know
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SPECIFICATIONS

» Weight 550 lbs - 625 lbs depending on options
» 1000 lbs load capacity
» 1650lbs total load capacity including trailer
» 225lbs load capacity on SPACE Bars

Dimensions

» Box with canopy dimensions – 84”L x 49”W x 28”H
» Box height w/out canopy 13”

Overall measurements

» 6500 Standard tongue 11’L x 69”W x 49”H – Haul up to a 10ft Kayak or SUP
» 6500 Longneck tongue 12.5’L x 69”W x 49”H – Haul up to a 15ft Kayak
» 6500 Longneck XL 13.5’L x 69”W x 49”H – Haul up to 18ft Kayak

Above measurements are for the Lowrider 13” wheels. Add 3” for Highrider and Lowider 15” - 6” for Highrider with 15” wheels
COMPONENTS

» 18 Gauge galvanized powder coated box
» 14 Gauge hot dipped galvanized steel frame with five cross members
» Aluminum rivets and stainless steel fasteners
» 1650LB Leaf spring axle with sure lube hubs
» .5” Marine plywood coated on both sides with exterior paint
» LED lights and worry free custom made wiring harness
» 2” ball and four flat wire connection
» Tires – Standard 13” High speed radial tires
» UV Protectant .25” thick HDPE plastic canopy with Aluminum frame
Tongue height, hitch height & ball mounts

Tongue height is from the ground to the bottom of the coupler

» Lowrider with 13” wheels  tongue height 14”
» Highrider with 13” wheels  tongue height 17”
» Lowrider with 15” wheels  tongue height 17”
» Highrider with 15” wheels  tongue height 20”

How to calculate the drop or the rise of the desired ball mount that slides into the hitch

A. The distance from the ground to the top inside of hitch tube
B. Ground to the bottom of coupler
C = Drop or rise of ball mount (A-B = C)